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SA
NS

SANS/sanz/
preposition [LITERARY•HUMOROUS];
without SABASTIAN ANDREW
Short for ‘Santai’ in Indonesia 
Language for relax

BLUE LOTUS
Peace

BEAST
Rage

NEUTRAL

Wisdom

Peace:
Friendship and harmony

Rage:
Violent and uncontrolled anger

Wisdom:
Good sense and judgement
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SABASTIAN ANDREW

My name is Sabastian Andrew, and I am currently a student at the university of design. My hobbies 
are gaming, drawing, taking pictures, and listening to music. 

My strengths based on my studies are photography and illustration, but mostly to illustration because 
I have a certain reason I need to be good at in order to achieve my only goal. However, on the down-
side, I could over focus on details and being impatient when the project runs near its deadline. In 
most projects, I lack confidence to execute the project and require certain motivation for certain proj-
ects to reach its quality.

The motivation I always have is from the music I listened to, and the motivation also came from my 
emotions or how I feel. Therefore, I required music in order to run my emotions or feelings which 
could generate ideas for the project. My main emotions to carry it out are peace, rage, and wisdom. 
Those feelings also defined who I am. Other than just listening to music for projects, I always listen 
to music everyday in every activity in order to stay in control of myself.

I sometimes make my own personal project to improve my skills, but mostly I executed them much 
poorly and lack details. However, that is the reason why I am trying to improve my skills by learning 
from my mistakes. Even though I have lack of equipment and its quality, which results in minimal 
quality of project, I always try to maximize the quality of the project in any possible way.
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PHOTOGRAPHY

It is a photo story of a Campaign, showing good tech-
nical aspects of photography, including exposure, 
composition and basic lighting (high key and low key). 
A photograph has the ability to convey emotion, 
mood, narrative, ideas and messages. A photo story, 
in its simplest form, is a series of images that evokes 
an emotion, introducing ideas. In this project, the goal 
is to create a series of photographs depicting a story 
and create a poster using your own photograph to 
create a powerful message.

Before

After

In this message poster tells society to treat others like 
one another in order to avoid racisms, avoid fights be-
tween other races, avoid abusing one another or ani-
mals, and as long as no arguments between having 
different appearances. People will always have the 
same impact, same cause, same reason.

The eggs resemble people, the eggs which are still 
fresh but have opposite color to each other. However, 
in the eggs, they have the same fresh yolks which also 
resembles having similarities such reasons and beliefs.

WE ARE ALL THE SAME
July 2018
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PHOTOGRAPHY

YAKUZA GIRL

It is designed to give introduction to basic studio light-
ing photography. Some topics can be included: studio 
lighting equipment, People and Beauty Shot, Holly-
wood Glamour, Photographs of Product, Still Life Pho-
tographs, Commercial Photographs, Creating Special 
Effect, and Fashion Photographs. At the end of this 
course, the students will be able to take simple prod-
ucts and people photographs in the studio. In this pho-
tograph, it is about Hollywood Glamour which the ob-
stacle is to explore the technical aspect of Hollywood 
Glamour lighting and the goal is to create a prod-
uct-looking photograph. 

The topic I chose is a movie poster called Yakuza Girl 
which is about a young girl from a Japanese mafia, a 
story which is mainly about a lone girl who is much 
more confident. A katana is used as a main prop to 
have a resemblance of Japanese, and a lighting of low 
key to create minimalistic looking.

November 2018
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PHOTOGRAPHY

A photograph took place in an assignment session of 
photography which was about themes. The theme that 
I used in this photograph was Adventure, because I am 
much inspired by it.

I have every prop I could use for this theme, the props 
that I used in this photograph are ropes, pinned 
board, ancient looking note papers, dagger-shaped 
necklace, and templar looking ring. In the lighting, I 
used warm light to create the ancient or legendary at-
mosphere looking.

ADVENTURE
January 2019
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PHOTOGRAPHY

PICNIC

A photograph took place in an assignment session of 
photography which was about breakfast pictures. The 
theme that I used in this photograph was a picnic, be-
cause it has simple foods that fit in the theme I chose.

The props that I used in this photograph are white 
cloth, napkins, a made cheese bread, tea, bread, to-
matoes, and a cup of tea. Using these props may look 
like a picnic with having tea time. 

December 2018
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PHOTOGRAPHY

A photograph took place in an assignment session of 
photography which was about product advertising. 
The product that I used in this photograph was a whis-
key bottle of Johnnie Walker Double Black.

Since the color of the bottle is mostly black color, I used 
the lighting lowkey and have literal light that shines 
above the bottle.

JOHNNIE WALKER DOUBLE BLACK 
PRODUCT ADVERTISE

December 2018
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PHOTOGRAPHY

THE WISE MAN STATUE

During a trip to Museum Taman Prasasti, an assign-
ment was taken to get a nice photograph from the 
place. I was wandering around and taking pictures, 
but none of them are good to submit. As soon as the 
trip was about to end, I was panicking and got nothing 
good to submit. 

However, from where I was standing, the clouds start-
ed to clear away and the sun started to shine brighter. 
When I tried to look away from the sun, A shadow of a 
statue was starting to cover me and it was a statue of 
an old man. I started to notice how nice the view was 
from where I stood and started to photograph in a nice 
perspective where the light shined onto the statue.

April 2018
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ILLUSTRATION

In experimenting design, the goal of the project is to 
develop my passion using knowledge on both techni-
cal and theoretical throughout the past. My passion is 
between photographing and illustrating, and as soon 
as I consulted with my lecturer it was confirmed that I 
was able to do digital imaging. Although it is said to be 
digital imaging, it was mostly illustrating. Therefore, it 
is illustrating but under the name of digital imaging.

The artwork that I experimented is to create scenes 
from a poem, but only created one scene only. I had 
two friends as my clients-in-one to assist me in execut-
ing the experiment, one provided the poem and one 
provided a model. The poem was The Truth and Lies 
and it was about most of the truth behind the lies while 
the lies behind the truth. A complicated mixed up that 
leads to unbelieving told. While the model I used was 
the reference in-game character from a game called 
KurtzPel. Due to her accessories being false such as 
fox ears on her head and wings on her back, I used the 
reference as the character a human. Therefore, her 
character wears a school uniform looking with a blind-
fold on. 

THE TRUTH AND LIES
April 2020
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In every personal project, I tried to understand more 
about this kind of art; including this research project. 
From this project, I have learned more about lighting 
and I need to improve more about reflection lighting. 
However, the most important lesson from this research 
project is to create a scene based on a poem or a short 
story based on what I experience by reading it. In this 
art, I have mentioned that the poem gave me goose-
bumps. Therefore, from the poem, it was about a 
person who went through a hard time believing some-
one or something. And from what I thought about the 
poem, the person is the wisest person who has gone 
through a lot.
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ILLUSTRATION

A task to create an illustration book of anything, and 
this illustration book is about a youtuber musician 
named NateWantsToBattle from Give Heart Re-
cords. An Illustration consist of his status of being a 
musician and his band, personal favorite album, per-
sonal favorite songs, his alter egos from certain 
musics, and the origin or the fact about his name. 
Mostly, this illustration book is about NateWantsToBat-
tle himself and his songs.

GIVE HEART RECORDS -
NateWantsToBattle

September 2020
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ILLUSTRATION

My first self-training in art digital, which is also my first 
personal project to take my passion seriously. A vector-
ized artwork by covering the source or the raw which is 
a portrait of myself and creating a version of a mini-
malist art vector. This artwork was inspired by many 
vector art based on Animes, which leads to self-train in 
art vectors.

SELF-MINIMALIST
May 2018
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ILLUSTRATION

CRYSTAL

A personal vectorized artwork project inspired from an 
Anime called Naruto Shippuden in opening 18 
(Sukima Switch - Line). Using my OC (Original Char-
acter), which is my personal character design, to be a 
model to hold the crystal.

In my understanding, the crystal that the character is 
holding symbolized his hopes and dreams. While he 
and his crystal is in a dark place like in a deep dark 
empty space, which also symbolized the reality around 
them.

August 2018
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ILLUSTRATION

A personal illustration project inspired from an illustra-
tion artwork of an online game called League of Leg-
ends. An artwork that shows few characters are falling 
from the sky, and it inspired me. Making me want to 
experience what it feels like falling from the sky, from 
my perspective it was freedom. Therefore, I began to 
illustrate in my self-training session.

FALLING
August 2019
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ILLUSTRATION

THE THREE CHASERS

A personal illustration project based on an online 
game called KurtzPel, which shows my character and 
my two old friends. There is no inspiration, but a moti-
vation to illustrate a scene in order not to forget about 
those people. 

October 2019
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ILLUSTRATION

A personal illustration project based on an online 
game called KurtzPel, which shows my character in a 
beginner appearance at the beginning of his journey. 
There is no inspiration, but a motivation to illustrate a 
scene of the character stepping forward into the be-
ginning of his journey or adventure by star playing the 
game.

THE BEGINNING
October 2019
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ILLUSTRATION

FAREWELL

A personal illustration project based on an online 
game called KurtzPel, which shows my character is at 
the end of his journey with a reflection of his old self. 
There is no inspiration, but a motivation to illustrate a 
farewell scene after all the journey he had been 

December 2019
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ILLUSTRATION

A personal illustration project based on an online 
game called Phantasy Star Online 2, which shows 
my character having confidence in preparation stance. 
There is no inspiration, but a motivation to illustrate a 
banner of a great scene.

READY
September 2020
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ILLUSTRATION

HANGOUT CAFE STAFFS
CHIBI

July 2020

ERI CHIBI

An illustration commission requested by a friend from 
an online game called Phantasy Star Online 2. An 
artwork of a profile picture based on her character as 
a chibi version of herself.

An illustration commission requested by a friend who 
owned a community server called Hangout Cafe 
Central. An artwork of a group picture consists of all 
the staff from the server, including myself in it, with 
models based on their characters from KurtzPel. 

December 2019
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PHOTOGRAPHY

A personal photograph project to practice on getting good pictures with lighting in the early morning on top of 
a house. Having a simple prop, such as glasses, gave an idea which is about depth of field. 

In this photograph, having all views blurred in order to get a good focus through the lens which shows that the 
viewer could see through the glasses. In other words, not every person sees the same way as one another. This 
represents what I always see while others could not, mostly in any senses such as hear and feel. Compared to re-
ality, I see the world in different ways or the opposite from other people’s experiences. The glasses mainly repre-
sent my vision and what is on my mind, while the blurred view represents the reality. Purposely, the story was 
told that I am trying to avoid reality.

YOU COULD NOT SEE
WHAT I SEE

June 2019
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